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ABSTRACT: We present an analytical route toward a detailed and
quantitative description of individual defects in heterogeneous
catalysts. The investigation is based on a high resolution scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) study using complex
(Mo,V)Ox mixed oxide as an example. Tiling the structural regions
simpliﬁes the identiﬁcation of local modiﬁcations in the microstructure. Up to 19 diﬀerent structures were observed that can be
listed and classiﬁed into diﬀerent structural motifs, intergrowth,
channels, interstitial regions, and inclinations. The observed defects
are expressed by the rearrangement of the {(Mo)Mo5O27} building
blocks, exhibit diﬀerent sizes, penetrate the bulk, and can form
decoupled surface regions that partially cover the crystallographic bulk.
The evaluation of 31 crystals yields an average defect concentration of
3.3% and indicates the absence of identical particles. We have, for example, observed 54 of these rearranged structures close to
the surface of one (Mo,V)Ox particle (100 × 50 nm2). A detailed analysis of the atomic arrangement at the surface of this particle
suggests a surface composition of (Mo610V230M70)Ox (M = Mo and/or V). The resulting catalog of motifs reproduces individual
fragments of the real structure of a catalyst and can reveal detailed defect−activity correlations that will contribute to a better
understanding of heterogeneous catalysis.

■

developments in TEM allow for capturing local ﬂuctuations of
the crystallographic bulk structure at the atomic scale and have
stimulated research in heterogeneous catalysis.2−4 The local
analytical strength of TEM has, for instance, provided valuable
insights into the surface coverage of Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 catalysts
for methanol synthesis5,6 or manganese surface enrichment in
nanosized MnWO4.7
Using aberration corrected scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) we explore local structural variations in
activated orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox, which selectively catalyzes
the oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) of ethane to ethene.8
The complex structure of orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox further
allows for a broad structural ﬂexibility.9 Although details of
orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox have already been elucidated by
STEM imaging using high angle annular dark ﬁeld
(HAADF)10,11 and annular bright ﬁeld (ABF) detectors,12

INTRODUCTION
Heterogeneous catalysis has emerged to a ubiquitous
technology, whose products promote our everyday life. Parallel
optimizations of catalytic and synthetic protocols of solid
catalysts have rendered this technology into the future chemical
approach for eﬃcient energy conversion. Those solid catalysts
are intrinsically composed of defects in their bulk and surface
structure, which can signiﬁcantly alter the catalytic performance.1 Defects, however, are often treated as white spots on the
catalytic landscape since they are, due to the lack of
translational symmetry, hard to pinpoint. Qualitative and
quantitative defect estimation could reﬂect important defect−
activity correlations, which will boost the understanding in
heterogeneous catalysis and will simplify a prospective catalyst
tailoring.
To bridge this knowledge gap, we focus on a real space,
atomic-resolved quantitative defect description using local
characterization techniques. Local insight into structural
features of limited translational symmetry can be obtained by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging. Recent
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Figure 1. (a) Structural model of the M1 structure viewed along [001]. Black hexagons, standard tiling. Mo/V and V/Mo sites, preferred occupancy
of Mo and V, respectively.16 (b) Schematic combination of A and B tiles (AB) and their lengths (m, n) and angles (α, β) as obtained from the ideal
crystal structure of the M1 phase.16 (c) HAADF-STEM image of the M1 structure viewed along [001] superimposed by the standard tiling. m′ and
n′, lengths measured directly from the experimental image. (d) Overview HAADF-STEM image of M1 nanorods.

Finally, a thermal treatment was performed in argon
atmosphere (ﬂow rate 100 mL/min) at 400 °C (heating rate
10 °C/min) for 2 h in a rotary tube furnace (Xerion, Freiberg,
Germany).
TEM. Aberration corrected scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) was performed on a Jeol JEMARM200CF microscope equipped with CEOS CESCOR and
CEOS CETCOR hexapole aberration correctors for probe and
image forming lenses, respectively, and a cold ﬁeld emission
gun (CFEG) at 200 kV. STEM images were recorded with a
JEOL high angle annular dark ﬁeld (HAADF) detector. Prior to
the measurements, the powdered material was drop deposited
on a silica coated gold TEM grid. Prior to the HAADF-STEM
analysis each particle was oriented along the crystallographic caxis.
XRD. The X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) measurements were
performed in Bragg−Brentano geometry on a Bruker AXS D8
Advance II θ/θ diﬀractometer using Ni ﬁltered Cu Kα radiation
and a position sensitive energy dispersive LynxEye silicon strip
detector. The sample powder was ﬁlled into the recess of a cupshaped sample holder, with the surface of the powder bed being
ﬂush with the sample holder edge (front loading).
XRF. The XRF measurements were performed in a Pioneer
S4 X-ray Fluorescence Spectrometer from Bruker. The
measurements were performed in vacuum using 100 mg of
the sample, fused together with 8.9 g of di-Li-tetraborate, in a
form of the glass disc with 40 mm diameter. The Kα lines were
analyzed by applying the calibration factors derived from the
FHI-made appropriate standards.

studies on the defect structures of M1 phase mixed oxides are
rare.9,10 In particular, an in-depth and quantitative defect
analysis that describes local atomistic and chemical details of
structural parameter variations within this complex catalyst is
missing.
In selective oxidation catalysis, a detailed knowledge of
individual defects may be important for understanding oxygen
activation, electron migration to the surface, and reversible/
irreversible surface enrichments.
Our approach is based on a simple visualization of local
structural anomalies using the concept of structural tiling
(Figure 1). In brief, the tiling covers the periodic structure with
building blocks (tiles) of equal or diﬀerent shape.13,14 Clearly,
2D tiling does not reﬂect the complete 3D structural
information. However, a proper tiling model can speciﬁcally
highlight structural defects that break the perfect periodicity of
the otherwise regular, crystalline structure.15 Using the concept
of tiling our detailed and local investigation identiﬁes new
structural motifs that are expressed by new connectivities of
{(Mo)Mo5O27} building blocks, intergrowth regions, octagonal
channels, interstitial regions, and inclinations. The results are
complemented by a statistical analysis and grouped in a catalog
of local structures. In addition, alterations of the local
composition induced by the structural rearrangements and
their general impact on heterogeneous catalysis are also
discussed.

■

METHODS
Sample Preparation. The orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox mixed
oxide (internal ID 20000) was prepared by hydrothermal
synthesis. A specially built reactor (Premex Reactor AG,
Lengnau, Switzerland) from corrosion resistant Hastelloy C-22
(2.4602) was utilized, which enables precise control of the
reaction parameters. A mixture of 9.18 g of (NH4)6Mo7O24·
4H2O (AHM, Merck, 52 mmol Mo) dissolved in 230 g of water
(Milli-Q, Merck) and 3.30 g of VOSO4 (Acros Organics, 12.9
mmol V) dissolved in 30 g of water was loaded into the
hydrothermal reactor at room temperature. Residual air was
replaced by nitrogen. Subsequently the vessel was heated to
200 °C at a rate of 1 °C/min and held at this temperature for
17 h. The reaction mixture was stirred during the whole
experiment at a rate of 100 rpm. After cooling to room
temperature, a black solid was isolated by ﬁltration (pore 5 glass
frit), washed twice with distilled water, and dried at 80 °C for
16 h. To remove amorphous components in the hydrothermal
product, 1 g of the powder was washed with 25 mL of oxalic
acid solution (0.25 M, Acros Organics) at 60 °C for 30 min
under stirring. The solid was centrifuged (5000 rpm, 30 min),
washed twice with 25 mL water, and dried at 80 °C overnight.

■

RESULTS
Orthorhombic Tiling. In general, orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox
mixed oxides crystallize in the so-called M1 structure and are
composed of pentagonal {(M)Mo5O27} building blocks that are
connected via corner-sharing MoO6 or VO6 octahedra and
form hexagonal and heptagonal channels (Figure 1a).17−19 In
ternary (Mo,V)Ox mixed oxides the {(Mo)Mo5O27} units can
be diﬀerently connected and, thereby, determine the crystal
structure.17,18 The ideal microstructure of orthorhombic
(Mo,V)Ox viewed along the crystallographic c-axis is shown
in Figure 1a. As suggested recently, the ideal orthorhombic M1
structure can be described by combining the central cations of
the pentagonal {(M)Mo5O27} building blocks along the cornersharing, neighboring, single octahedral sites (Figure 1).20,21
In the M1 unit cell the central Mo cations of the
{(Mo)Mo5O27} building blocks are situated in a common
plane perpendicular to the crystallographic c-axis.16 Thus, the
Mo vertices of this tiling can be connected torsion free which
allows for a direct measurement of the lengths and angles of the
24094
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Figure 2. HAADF-STEM images of the M1 structure viewed along [001]. (a) Displacement of separated M1 phases. The red tile highlights the
mismatch. (b) Magniﬁed region showing reconnected {(Mo)Mo5O27} units. (c) M1 tiling applied to the surface region, which is shown in part (d).
(e) Schematic representation of the relative orientation of diﬀerent tiles. Black hexagons, standard tiling; white tiles, rotated standard tiling; yellow
and cyan circles, cations of the {(Mo)Mo5O27} units; red and pink circles, unusual positions of cations; red arrow, translation vector; yellow line,
mirror plane.

operation is needed. An AB combination of tiles is required
to describe the unit cell of orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox mixed
oxide (Figure 1b). Figure 1c shows a HAADF-STEM image
viewed along the [001] zone axis of complex (Mo,V)Ox
superimposed with combined AB tiles. Within the error of
the measurement the measured angles and distances match the
structural parameters obtained from the ideal crystal structure
shown in Figure 1b. In addition, slight imperfections in the
orientation of the (Mo,V)Ox particle in the electron microscope may result in small variations of the tiling parameters. In
this study the tiles were constructed individually for each
particle. Further, the labels “ideal tiling” and “standard tiling”
refer to the tiling taken from the ideal crystal structure16 and
from speciﬁc (Mo,V)Ox particles as obtained from HAADFSTEM imaging, respectively. In agreement with other
reports,8,16,21 the investigated orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox mixed
oxide crystallizes in a rod-like structure (Figure 1d) that grows
along the crystallographic c-axis. In addition, the measured
particle size distribution presented in Figures S1 and S2
conﬁrms an anisotropic particle shape.
XRD analysis (Figure S3) of the investigated M1 phase
shows no indications for crystalline impurities or discernible
defects in the orthorhombic structure. The observed deviations
in the relative reﬂection intensities from the ideal theoretical
values result from preferred crystal orientation eﬀects caused by
the crystallite morphology and sample preparation. Local TEM
analyses of, altogether, 31 particles reveal the presence of new
structural motifs, intergrowth, octagonal channels, interstitial
regions, and inclinations. On the basis of local TEM
investigations, the average and median defect concentrations,
considering all local and visible geometric modiﬁcations within
orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox mixed oxide, amount to 3.3% and
1.6%, respectively (Table S1). These defects interrupt the
crystallographic bulk structure, form structurally decoupled,
extended surface regions, and/or appear individually at the
particle surface. XRD is an averaging, integral bulk method, in
which the coherently diﬀracting domains contribute to the
mean with the weight of their respective volumes. Hence, the
XRD pattern of the (Mo,V)Ox mixed oxide (Figure S3) is
dominated by the large domains of the orthorhombic structure
and is hardly inﬂuenced by the various defects visible in TEM.

hexagonal tiles (Figure 1a−c). The present tiling is similar to
that described for structurally complex, orthorhombic alloys
that crystallize in the so-called T−Al−Mn−Pd phase and
exhibit a local 5-fold symmetry with respective tiling angles at
the vertices of 72° and 144°.15 As opposed to complex metal
alloys, the ideal tiling of ternary, orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox
mixed oxide derived from the crystal structure16 exhibits tiling
angles of 77° and 141° (Figure 1b). The deviation may result
from the inﬂuence of the local distortion of diﬀerent pentagonal
blocks that are present in the M1 structure referenced with
respect to the central Mo cation in {(Mo)Mo5O27} and depend
on the applied synthesis protocol.22,39 Each central Mo cation
in {(Mo)Mo5O27} is surrounded by ﬁve Mo cations where the
Mo−Mocentral−Mo angle ﬂuctuates between 68° and 71°. The
corner-sharing octahedra around the {(Mo)Mo5O27} units also
form a distorted pentagon that is rotated by 36° and exhibits
M−Mocentral−M (M = Mo, V) angles that vary between 70° and
74°. The corner-sharing octahedra are surrounded by ﬁve
channels (C), heptagonal and hexagonal, realizing C−
Mocentral−C angles from 70° to 76°.16 The distorted pentagonal
channel arrangements are connected by the S1 and S2 sites that
act as inversion centers. The S1 and S2 cationic sites connect
two adjacent heptagonal and hexagonal channels, respectively.
In addition, the S2 site is located in the center of the tiling of
the orthorhombic M1 phase. Distortions in the polyhedra of
complex (Mo,V) mixed oxides are not uncommon and depend
on the nature of the cations and their oxidation states.12 The
diﬀerent oxidation states of the cations conﬁned in the anionic
conﬁguration lead to diﬀerent out-of-center distortions. For
instance, fully oxidized molybdenum cations in an octahedral
environment exhibit out-of-center displacements that are
directed toward faces and edges, whereas V5+ cations are
shifted toward the vertices.22 Therefore, the complex microstructural arrangement of the orthorhombic M1 phase may be
to some extent determined by the atomic displacements of the
cations positioned in their individual anionic conﬁguration. In
addition, the orthorhombic symmetry of M1 forbids a longrange 5-fold symmetry that is, for instance, observed in
quasicrystals.
For the above-mentioned complex metal alloys15 the tiles can
be transformed into each other by shifting and rotation, while
for ternary (Mo,V)Ox mixed oxide an additional mirror
24095
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Figure 3. (a) HAADF-STEM image of the surface region and several defect types. (b) Magniﬁed region with all kinds of local motifs. (c) Schematic
representation of structural motifs with average distances between central cations of the {(Mo)Mo5O27} units: (1) standard M1 motif, (2, 3) two
types of the triangular motifs, (4) mirrored motif, (5) translated motif, (6) shared motif, (7) twinned motif, and (8) rotated motif. Corresponding
HAADF-STEM images of each motif are given in Figure S5.

ments of the pentagonal building blocks where the local
connectivity of the {(Mo)Mo5O27} motifs does not reﬂect the
structural arrangement expected for the orthorhombic M1
phase. This modiﬁed connectivity of the pentagonal building
blocks can be observed in various forms and occurs with
diﬀerent probability (Figure 3c, motifs 1−8, Figure S5). The
new structural motifs that involve two or three neighboring
{(Mo)Mo5O27} building blocks can be grouped into two
diﬀerent categories: triangular (Figure 3c, motifs 2, 3) and
linear. The linear motifs are distinguished between mirrored,
translated, shared, twinned, and rotated motifs (Figure 3c,
motifs 4−8), respectively.
In Figure 3c, motif 1, the standard motif for orthorhombic
(Mo,V)Ox that corresponds to a single tile is schematically
presented. The triangular motifs (Figure 3c, motifs 2, 3) can be
distinguished by two diﬀerent connections of the {(Mo)Mo5O27} units and exhibit structural features that have already
been observed in the standard M1 tile:
The pentagonal units are connected by two cation sites. The
distance between the {(Mo)Mo5O27} building blocks equals
the width of the standard tiling (Figure 3c, motif 1). The
triangular arrangement of the {(Mo)Mo5O27} units results in
an internal arrangement of cations that can also be found in the
trigonal crystal structure (Figure 3c, motif 2).
The pentagonal units are connected by one cation site. The
length corresponds to the side of the standard M1 tiling (Figure
3c, motif 1). This triangular motif exhibits a hexagonal channel
and appears in the center of the trigonal unit cell (Figure 3c,
motif 3).
The measured interatomic distances inside both triangular
motifs match the respective length of the standard tiling of the
orthorhombic phase. Therefore, it is expected that the
mismatch strain between the triangular motifs and the M1
phase should be small. This might explain the signiﬁcant
enrichment of triangular motifs at the boundary of ordered bulk
and surface regions compared to other defects (Figures 2c and
3). Furthermore, changes in the local geometric environment
inﬂuence the distances and distortions of the pentameric units
in the triangular motifs (Figure S6).
A mirrored motif is shown schematically in Figure 3c, motif
4, and can be described as a {(Mo)2Mo10O52} unit in which
two octahedra of one {(Mo)Mo5O27} cluster share corners with
two octahedra of an adjacent {(Mo)Mo 5O 27 } cluster.
Translated motifs are shifted {(Mo)Mo5O27} motifs and form

Figure 2 may act as an example of how the local structural
analysis beneﬁts from the concept of tiling. The applied tiling
indicates structurally decoupled regions. The HAADF-STEM
image in Figure 2a appears partially blurred. To identify the
reason for blurring, an additional image focusing on the initially
blurred part was recorded (Figure S4). The comparison of both
images indicates the presence of thickness diﬀerences of two
structurally separated M1 parts. However, the contrast of
Figure 2a is already high enough to identify the tiling. In
addition, Figure 2a highlights a defect layer that discontinues
the ideal M1 structure and proceeds along the crystallographic
b-axis. The displacement vector (x, y) can be expressed by a
linear combination of bulk lattice vectors projected onto a 2D
plane with x and y yielding approximately 0.5a and 0.4b,
respectively, where a and b correspond to the lattice parameters
of the ideal crystal structure. The observed displacement in
Figure 2a may result from strain relaxation induced by local
changes in the connectivities of pentagonal {(Mo)Mo5O27}
(Figure 2b) units during synthesis. The tiling, highlighted in
Figure 2, also simpliﬁes the identiﬁcation of surface regions
with diﬀerent connectivities and/or local alterations of the
standard M1 structure that would otherwise be overlooked
(Figure 2c). These regions partially cover the ideal
orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox crystals and occur in 45% of the
investigated particles. Thus, the tiling can act as a measure to
directly diﬀerentiate the standard bulk structure (black tiling)
from local structural modiﬁcations observed in the structure
(white tiling and triangles in Figure 2c) of the surface region,
which is presented in Figure 2d.
Both standard bulk and surface parts exhibit orthorhombic
(Mo,V)Ox motifs. The orthorhombic tiles in the surface region,
however, display diﬀerences that are expressed by a slight
rotation (tiles A and B) of 12° (Figure 2e) compared to the
standard bulk tiling. Furthermore, tile C represents a mirrored
or rotated image of tile B. These geometric inconsistencies
represent local structural rearrangements that can be expressed
by changes in the connectivity of the pentagonal {(Mo)Mo5O27} building blocks and induce strain. In the transition
region of bulk and surface, structural strain may be relieved by
the appearance of triangular motifs. Figure 2c underlines the
occurrence of diﬀerent structural defects that can coexist close
to the surface of complex (Mo,V)Ox mixed oxide.
Structural Motifs. Figures 2 and 3a,b suggest that the
present structural ﬂuctuations originate from diﬀerent arrange24096
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Figure 4. HAADF-STEM images of (a) trigonal, (b, c) aperiodic, and (d, e) zipper-like intergrowth, and their internal structure (c, e). Black
hexagons, M1 phase; white arrowhead-shaped tiling, trigonal phase; magenta arrows, unit vectors; green and magenta triangles, trigonal motifs; red
arrows, translated motifs; yellow line, mirror motif; red circles, shared motifs; green circles, twinned motifs.

intermediate region that separates an ideal M1 crystal can
contain any local motifs and tiles. Depending on their
geometric arrangement three kinds of diﬀerent intergrowth
phases have been distinguished (Figure 4). The trigonal
intergrowth is most common for this kind of ternary mixed
oxide (Figure 4a).9−12 We have further identiﬁed two new
intergrowth phases which we label aperiodic (Figure 4b,c) and
zipper-like (Figure 4d,e). The orientation of the crystalline
domains before and after the aperiodic intergrowth can diﬀer
(Figure 4b). The internal structure of the aperiodic phase can
also vary (Figure 4c). The zipper-like intergrowth phase is the
rarest and proceeds along the crystallographic b-axis (Figures 2a
and 4d). The measured geometric displacement of two adjacent
M1 domains as obtained from Figure 4d is 0.5a and 0.3b and
corresponds within the error range to the displacement vector
derived from Figure 2a. The zipper-like intergrowth contains
twinned, shared, and translated motifs (Figure 4e). Diﬀerent
kinds of intergrowth phases can simultaneously occur. Figure
4d, for instance, highlights the coexistence of zipper-like and
trigonal intergrowth phases.
The occurrence of trigonal (Mo,V)Ox inclusions in an
orthorhombic grain may be attributed to similar synthesis
conditions of both phases, which are most commonly obtained
by a hydrothermal treatment at diﬀerent pH values,23,24 and/or
may originate from the condensation of individual (Mo,V)Ox
nanorods. In addition to the structural relaxation mechanism
proposed above, which may originate from the diﬀerently
connected {(Mo)Mo5O27} units, minute local chemical and/or
surface potential ﬂuctuations may cause the formation of
trigonal phases. Orthorhombic and trigonal phases, however,
exhibit diﬀerent catalytic properties.8
For comparison, the crystal structure of the trigonal
(Mo,V)Ox phase is shown in Figure 5a.23 It can be formed
by the same {(Mo)Mo5O27} pentagonal building blocks that
characterize the orthorhombic structure.25 Similar to the M1
phase the central Mo cations of the {(Mo)Mo5O27} units are all
located in the same plane perpendicular to the crystallographic
c-axis. Therefore, these central Mo cations can act as vertices of
a trigonal tiling. As opposed to the above-mentioned localized
structural motifs the trigonal intergrowth can be interpreted as
a planar defect within the orthorhombic phase that lies parallel
to the crystallographic c-axis and perturbs the orthorhombic
structure. The trigonal tiling is depicted as arrowhead-shaped
hexagons combined with equilateral triangles (Figure 5).

corner-shared {(Mo)2Mo10O52} units (Figure 3c, motif 5). In
shared motifs (Figure 3c, motif 6), two {(Mo)Mo5O27} units
are connected sharing one MoO6 octahedron providing edgesharing {(Mo2)Mo9O48} linkers. The twinned motifs (Figure
3c, motif 7) are similar to the shared motifs but share two Mo
cations. The rotated motif is presented in Figure 3c, motif 8. It
is composed of two pentagonal units and one or two added
cations (Mo,V) that are hosted in an anionic conﬁguration.
This motif has been observed only rarely.
The distances between the central Mo cations in neighboring
{(Mo)Mo5O27} units depend on the local environment (Figure
3 and Figure S6), but as a general trend the distances between
the {(Mo)Mo5O27} units decrease in the following order:
regular (∼1.5 nm, Mocentral−Mocentral distance along the width
of the hexagonal tiling; ∼1.2 nm, Mocentral−Mocentral distance
along the side of the hexagonal tiling) ≥ rotated (∼1.2 nm,
Mocentral−Mocentral distance) > mirrored/translated (∼0.9 nm,
Mocentral−Mocentral distance) > shared/twinned (∼0.6 nm,
Mocentral−Mocentral distance). The inﬂuence of the local
environment and connectivity on the Mo central−Mo central
distance is illustrated in Figure S6 for diﬀerent triangular
motifs (Figure S6a) and for a tetragonal arrangement of shared
motifs (Figure S6b).
Complex orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox is a metastable compound in the phase space of extended oxide structures. The
formation of this microstructure requires kinetic control and
can be adjusted by the synthesis parameters: small (local)
changes in temperature, pH value, concentration, autogenous
pressure, drying procedure, or thermal treatment may cause
structural changes at the atomic scale that can be expressed by
diﬀerent connectivities of the pentagonal building blocks. The
energy barriers between the diﬀerent connectivities may be
small, oﬀering a variety of diﬀerent structural motifs. Among
the defective structural motifs of the pentameric units, the
translated motifs (Figure 3c, motif 5) are observed most
frequently suggesting an energetic preference for this structural
motif. Rotated motifs (Figure 3c, motif 8) are relatively rare
indicating a higher formation energy and lower stability. The
structurally reconnected {(Mo)Mo5O27} units within the
orthorhombic M1 structure might act as local structural defects.
Subsequent energy and strain minimization due to the insertion
of local defects may lead to structural discontinuities or bulk
termination similar to the observations in complex alloys.15
Intergrowth Phases. As mentioned in Figure 2a the ideal
orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox structure can be discontinued. The
24097
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reﬂect the ideal trigonal structure (Figure 5a). For example,
instead of exhibiting a central V containing triangle (Figure 5a),
the (Mo,V)O x mixed oxide can be composed of a
pseudopentagonal central unit that is built of four Mo or V
cations with an additional column of lower contrast located in
octagonal channels (Figure 5c). A quadrilateral arrangement of
cations in the center of the trigonal intergrowth can also appear
(Figure S8). Similar to a previous report10 we consider this
intergrowth as pseudotrigonal. The pseudotrigonal structure in
the present (Mo,V)Ox mixed oxide with its central pentagonal
unit usually exhibits two translated motifs and one mirror motif
per trigonal tile (Figure 5c). Compared with the ideal
{(Mo)Mo5O27} unit the pseudopentagonal center of the
pseudotrigonal intergrowth is highly distorted with M−
Mcentral−M angles between 62° and 81° (with M denoting
metal cations). In addition, the HAADF-STEM image in Figure
5c shows a rare case, in which neighboring units of an otherwise
regular ordered pseudotrigonal intergrowth are rotated by 115°.
Furthermore, the pseudotrigonal intergrowth proceeds through
the whole bulk crystal and can also be found at the surface of an
orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox mixed oxide (Figure 4a). Similar to
previous reports,9,10 crystalline trigonal phases at the edges of
orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox mixed oxide have also been observed
(Figure S9).
Interstitial Regions. The pseudotrigonal intergrowth is
occasionally interrupted by local structural modiﬁcations. These
represent interstitial regions and cause a shift and/or a change
of the direction of the intergrowth as highlighted by the
arrowhead-shaped trigonal tiling in Figure 6 and Figures S7 and
S10−S14. Three diﬀerent cases were observed as to how
adjacent pseudotrigonal intergrowths point at each other before
and after the structural intersections (Figure 6) and are
schematically summarized in Figure S10: back to back (type-1,
Figure 6a), tip to tip (type-2, Figure 6b), and back to tip (type3, Figure 6c).
Interstitial regions with diﬀerent shapes were found in each
pseudotrigonal intergrowth and can appear in both bulk and
surface regions (Figure 6 and Figures S10−S14). In Figure 6
the most frequent interstitial regions are highlighted. The
interstitial region in Figure 6a and Figure S11 occurs most often
and corresponds to a tile of the orthorhombic phase ﬂipped
along the long edge of the orthorhombic tile. It is further
referred to as a pristine interstitial region. This induces a 2-fold
rotation between tiles leading to the type-1 geometry. An
interstitial region that induces a 4-fold rotation between
trigonal tiles is shown in Figure 6b and Figure S12 and causes

Figure 5. (a) Structural model of the trigonal (Mo,V)Ox phase
superimposed by tiling.23 (b) Schematic representation of the ideal
trigonal tiling.23 (c) HAADF-STEM image of the trigonal intergrowth
viewed along [001], with the inset in part c schematically depicting the
internal structure of the pseudotrigonal tiling: black hexagons, M1
phase; white arrowhead-shaped tiling, trigonal phase; red open circles,
electron density in the channels; ﬁlled red circles, basis of the
pentagonal building units; red arrows, translated motifs; yellow lines,
mirrored motifs; yellow and cyan circles, cations of the {(Mo)Mo5O27} units; violet circles, corner-sharing cations.

The combination of 2D tiles provides a comprehensive
description of the involved phases. In contrast to the
orthorhombic tiling of Figure 1b, all edge lengths of the
proposed trigonal tiles are equal (11.3 Å, Figure 5b). The
HAADF-STEM images in Figures 4a and 5c highlight a trigonal
intergrowth in-between an orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox crystal.
The measured angles and distances match the geometric
parameters obtained from the ideal crystal structure (Figure 5b)
within experimental error bars. The trigonal intergrowth
separates adjacent orthorhombic phases, but maintains the
relative structural relationship. In addition, the periodicity and
the direction of the trigonal intergrowth equal the length and
direction of the crystallographic a-axis of the orthorhombic
phase (Figure 4a).
As shown in Figure 1 the orthorhombic phase is represented
by an AB combination of tiles. The trigonal intergrowth (T)
breaks this tiling sequence and results in an ATB arrangement
(Figure 4a). The individual A and B tiles contain boundary
edges of two diﬀerent lengths, 11.1 and 11.3 Å, while the
trigonal intergrowth (edge length: 11.3 Å) connects only with
the shorter edge of the A/B tile (11.1 Å). Due to this diﬀerence
in edge length of A/B and T tiles, the ATB arrangement of tiles
is slightly strained. In addition, an ATTB tiling can also exist
(Figure S7). Other arrangements that include the intergrowth,
such as ATA or BTB, or a connection between sides of equal
distance have not been observed.
High resolution HAADF-STEM imaging shows that the
trigonal intergrowth (Figure 5c and Figure S8) does not always

Figure 6. HAADF-STEM images of the most frequent interstitial regions with cyan arrows indicating direction of the pseudotrigonal intergrowth:
(a) type-1; (b) type-2; (c) type-3. Yellow polygons, interstitial regions; white tiling, trigonal intergrowth; black tiling, standard M1 structure; yellow
and cyan circles, cations of the {(Mo)Mo5O27} pentagonal units; yellow line, mirrored motifs; red arrows, translated motifs; red circles, shared
motifs.
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Figure 7. (a) Summary of observed combinations of tiles listed by their frequency of occurrence and mismatch of summed corner angles of joining
tiles compared to 360°: orange circles, corner angles. Labels refer to their location of occurrence. The mismatch calculation is presented and
explained in Table S2. (b) HAADF-STEM image of one orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox particle (100 × 50 nm2) viewed along [001]. The inset in part b
highlights the amount of diﬀerent motifs that occur at the surface of this (Mo,V)Ox particle: red, shared; orange, translated; yellow, rotated; green,
mirrored; blue, triangular (Figure 3b, motif 2); violet, triangular (Figure 3b, motif 3); cyan, additional cation position (M). (c) Higher magniﬁed
HAADF-STEM image of the surface region highlighted in red of the micrograph presented in part b.

the type-2 geometry of the pseudotrigonal intergrowth. More
complex interstitial regions with a type-3 arrangement of
trigonal tiles are shown in Figure 6c and Figure S13.
Note that complex interstitial regions can contain all three
types of geometrical arrangements (Figure S14). In general, the
shift of the pseudotrigonal intergrowth between the two sides
of the local structural modiﬁcation increases with increasing
size of the interstitial region. In addition, any structural motifs
and tiles mentioned above (Figures 1b, 3c, and 5b) can be
observed in more complex interstitial regions, which diﬀer from
the pristine interstitial region introduced in Figure 6a. As for
the pristine interstitial region, only the outer local boundary can
vary (Figure 6a and Figure S11); additional changes of the
internal structure of more complex interstitial regions can be
observed while the outer shape is preserved. For example, the
4-fold rotational interstitial region presented in Figure 6b is
composed of four translated motifs, two mirrored motifs, and
one shared motif, whereas the similar interstitial region
presented in Figure S12 is constructed of two translated
motifs, one mirrored motif, one rotated motif, and two shared
motifs. Both 4-fold rotational interstitial regions host a trigonal
tile. As indicated by their diﬀerent contrast they may have
diﬀerent height with respect to the surrounding ideal
orthorhombic structure. Furthermore, Figure S14 shows that
the interstitial regions can be signiﬁcantly larger and are
characterized by a low contrast that indicates a higher degree of
distortions. These regions frequently contain orthorhombic
tiles with additional cation occupancies in the channels that can
now be clearly observed in the HAADF-STEM image (Figure
S14). In addition, a structure similar to the interstitial regions
was observed, which is only surrounded by ideal bulk M1
(Figure S15). We further refer to this defect as an interstitiallike region, which can contain several motifs.
Combinations of Diﬀerent Tiles. Figure 7a schematically
displays all observed structural combinations of tiles where
experimental evidence is given in Figures 1−6 and Figures S11
and S16. The arrangements are grouped according to their
occurrence and their mismatch of summed corner angles of
joining tiles compared to 360°. Figure 7a,1 corresponds to the
regular orthorhombic and trigonal tiles (for comparison see
Figures 1 and 4). The combinations of tiles shown in Figure

7a,2 represent the pseudotrigonal intergrowth (Figures 4 and
5). Both combinations appear with the same probability. Less
frequent arrangements are shown in Figure 7a,3. They can be
found in the surface region (Figure 2c and Figure S11) and in
interstitial regions (Figure 6a and Figure S14). The rarest
combinations of tiles are shown in Figure 7a,4, a,5, and a,6 and
can be found in aperiodic intergrowths (Figure S16a) and at
certain spots in the surface regions (Figure S16b,c),
respectively. With the exception of 7a,4 and 7a,5, the
occurrence decreases with increasing mismatch of summed
corner angles of joining tiles. Although the mismatch angle of
the arrangement shown in Figure 7a,4 is 0°, this combination of
tiles is rarely observed due to symmetry constraints of the M1
structure. The rare appearance of the arrangement of tiles
displayed in Figure 7a,5 may be attributed to a lack of
stabilization. In general, the strain induced by these mismatches
is relieved by local inclinations or disinclinations that may
induce a buckling of the surface. Inclinations may be present in
the pseudotrigonal intergrowth (Figures 4a and 5c) and often
cause the central pentagon to appear blurred.
In addition, the amount of extended and local defects that are
embedded in an orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox crystal can vary
noticeably (Table S1). As an example, Figure 7b shows an
HAADF-STEM image of the M1 structure, which suggests a
defect-free bulk region. However, a detailed analysis reveals the
presence of at least 54 local defects of diﬀerent types (Figure
7b, inset) close to the surface (Figure 7b,c).
Catalog and Composition of Local Structures. The
observed local structures and extended defects together with
their individual compositions are summarized in a defect
catalog for orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox mixed oxide (Table 1). At
present, 19 diﬀerent conﬁgurations have been distinguished in
diﬀerent M1 crystals. While 16 conﬁgurations vary in their
structural composition, four of them are structurally identical,
but are classiﬁed as a result of their appearance in diﬀerent local
environments. In addition, no evidence was found that these
defective nanostructures could be formed during the exposure
of the sample to the electron beam (Figure S17). These local
deviations from the ideal M1 structure aﬀect the local
composition. The Mo/V ratio within the diﬀerent defect
structures varies (Table 1). For estimates of the defect
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Table 1. Catalog of Observed Structures and Their Compositions

a

S, surface region; I, intergrowth; T, trigonal phase; In, interstitial region; O, orthorhombic phase. bNominal content of all cations in the structure,
M corresponds to unidentiﬁed sites. Here, Mo, V are not distinguishable. cNominal content taking the embedding of the local structure in the crystal
into account, i.e., shared atoms at edges and vertices. M corresponds to unidentiﬁed sites. Here, Mo, V are not distinguishable. dV content
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Table 1. continued

normalized to Mo; the interval considers the borders between full occupancies of Mo or V of the unidentiﬁed sites. eCounted number of appearance.
The rounded values account for the error of counting, and/or the uncertainty when the structure was not clear enough for counting. fThere is no
diﬀerence between the triangular motif and the trigonal tile. Diﬀerent coloring was only used to separate surface and intergrowth motifs. gNot
distinguishable. hAdjacent to both orthorhombic bulk tiles A and B. iFigure 6b. jFigure S12. kDiscontinues the pseudotrigonal intergrowth.
l
Interstitial-like region, surrounded only by bulk M1 structure and containing at least one motif.

in the defective M2 phase the shared and twinned motifs
appear with large and small probability, respectively, our study
shows that in orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox mixed oxide they occur
only with a low probability compared to triangular, mirrored, or
translated motifs. The extended pseudotrigonal intergrowth
including the central pentagonal motif has already been
reported before, but important structural details, for example,
the connectivity and orientation of the pentagonal center of the
pseudotrigonal intergrowth, were not analyzed.10 Compared to
the STEM images reported in the literature,10 our investigation
reveals important local atomistic diﬀerences in terms of
participating pentagonal units. Previous STEM images show
that the pentagonal center of the pseudotrigonal intergrowth is
composed of two mirrored and one twinned motif. In our case
the observed rotations result in the formation of one mirrored
and two twinned motifs. Although this STEM investigation
does not focus on synthetic parameters inﬂuencing the
formation of defects it seems most likely that for this metastable
complex mixed oxide slight changes in the synthesis protocol,
such as crystallization temperature and time, may aﬀect the
defect chemistry.
Details of the interplay of individual structures in these
oxides can only be obtained by a three-step local analysis: First,
the compositional modiﬁcations across individual crystals have
to be monitored, and the eﬀects of defects on the chemical
bonding have to be understood. Second, the origin and
pathways of vanadium surface migration have to be found, and
third, the relevant steady state motifs have to be assigned by
theory in order to model their electronic structure and to sort
local oxygen binding. The ﬁrst step on this long path has been
successfully completed by the present work as far as (Mo,V)Ox
mixed oxide is concerned.
General Impact on Heterogeneous Catalysis. The
surface and bulk structures of model systems and relevant
oxidation catalysts are diﬀerent.33−35 Owing to the absence of
translational symmetry at the surface, a direct determination of
the surface structure is diﬃcult. Surface science has developed
techniques that allow the determination of atomic-scale
properties of single crystal surfaces usually in ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) with high accuracy. Currently, increasing eﬀorts are
devoted to surface structure and reactivity of metal oxide thin
ﬁlms.36 Advancements in an atomistic description of the surface
structure by thin ﬁlm studies are limited by the inherent lack of
surface−bulk (−support) interactions. Rare insights into the
surface−bulk interplay of relevant catalytic systems are obtained
by TEM investigations, which reveal the presence of
amorphous surface layers37 and spectroscopy, which demonstrate a structurally decoupled bulk and surface structure.38 In
addition, surface instabilities and dynamics complicate the
reproduction of their structures.16 The activity of a heterogeneous catalyst relies on the balanced interplay of compositional
and structural parameters.1,8 Atomic diﬀerences in the bulk and
surface structure of catalysts can be considered as geometric
and electronic descriptors, which can discriminate their
performance. Defects at the surface, for instance, can be

composition, the site occupancy of the diﬀerent metal centers
proposed for orthorhombic and trigonal structures was
assumed.16,23 The preferred site occupancies in (Mo,V) based
mixed oxides depend on the applied synthetic protocols.16,19,21,26−28
For instance, the particle presented in Figure 7b is
characterized by a defect-free bulk structure, plus a plethora
of diﬀerent structural motifs, which were spotted at the surface
of the (a,b)-plane of the particle (Figure 7b). With regard to
the composition of these local structures (Table 1), we ﬁnd that
the surface has a local composition of (Mo610V230M70)Ox,
where M denotes metal sites of an uncertain composition (M =
Mo and/or V). This composition can be converted into an M
dependent vanadium content normalized to molybdenum,
which ranges between 0.3 and 0.5. For comparison, the overall
composition obtained from X-ray ﬂuorescence (XRF) measurement is (MoV0.4)Ox, while the ideal bulk composition, which is
derived from the local conﬁguration (Table 1), is (MoV0.27)Ox.
This result implies compositional diﬀerences between bulk and
surface structures.

■

DISCUSSION
Speciﬁc Aspects on Orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox. The
defects observed in orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox mixed oxide
resemble those which were found in complex metallic alloys.
For instance, the orthorhombic metallic alloy phase T−Al−
Pd−Mn has a local structure with 5-fold symmetry and can be
described by a similar hexagon tiling.15,29 The structural
similarity of the basic pentagonal units in complex metallic
alloys promotes a facile intermixing of structural units of
diﬀerent phases, which results in a facile formation of planar
defects, dislocations, or phase boundaries.30 The resulting low
strain connectivities form large and complex defect arrangements that consist of diﬀerent phases. This behavior has been
demonstrated for the intermixing of T- and R-phases or ε6- and
ε28-phases in Al−Pd−Mn alloys.15,31,32 In addition, overlaps
between atomic positions in neighboring pentagonal units
reduce the distances between the centers of the units and can
be considered as the origin of low strain defects and
dislocations.31 Similar intermixing and overlapping of structural
units of diﬀerent phases and pentagonal building blocks were
observed in orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox mixed oxide in the
present study. Thus, the concept of structural intermixing,
which causes the formation of diﬀerent local and extended
defects and/or nanostructures that are separated by a low
energy barrier, can be transferred from complex alloys to
complex mixed oxides with local 5-fold symmetry.
Triangular and linear motifs (mirrored, translated, shared,
twinned, and rotated) as well as interstitial and interstitial-like
regions described for orthorhombic (Mo,V)Ox mixed oxide are
cataloged in the present work and are in good agreement with
the qualitative observations registered for (Mo,V,Te,Nb)Ox M1
and M2 mixed oxides.9,20 The shared and twinned motifs are
similar to structural defects reported for the pseudohexagonal
M2 phase of multinary (Mo,V,Nb,Te)Ox mixed oxide.9 While
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considered as high energy centers. These high energy centers
inﬂuence the surface termination and realize geometric and
electronic surface structures, which can (i) regulate the
electron-surface supply and (ii) respond diﬀerently to the
applied chemical potential.16,33 Our quantitative study shows
that the defect concentration is particle dependent, and, thus, it
seems likely that each particle performs diﬀerently in a given
catalytic reaction. It is worth noting that the activity of selective
oxidation catalysts is expected to rely on synergistic surface
eﬀects of decoupled and defective surface structures, which can
be considered as local nanodomains.39,40 The varying defect
distribution and intermixing may render a macroscopically
homogeneous sample locally heterogeneous. Our study can be
considered as a general procedure of how such inter- and
intrastructural complexity, far beyond translational-symmetry,
can be analyzed. Complementary to the integral information
provided by surface spectroscopy, our quantitative real space
imaging approach directly pinpoints the positions and
distribution of atoms, and their distances and angles. The
local structural modiﬁcations that are summarized in our defect
catalog represent atomistic details that may be responsible for
the activity of an oxidation catalyst. To elucidate the inﬂuence
of the described defects on the catalytic performance, synthetic
routines have to be developed to tailor individual local
nanostructures at the surface. In addition, theoretical studies
that consider the individual and/or a combination of defects are
of paramount importance.
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